LEARNING LAB

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
10 Steps to Adopting a Lab
The key to the success of implementing a Lumination
Learning Lab in your school is having a clear roadmap. We
are invested in making sure that your teachers are
empowered to use the lab successfully, that your ICT team
is equipped to support the program, and most importantly,
that your students are excited about the endless
possibilities for learning.

4
Lab Launch
Incursions
As part of your Lab’s launch, our
Learning Design Team will run
introductory sessions for your
students as a full day incursion.

5
Teacher Support
Sessions
Our Team will return to your school
for two (2) full days per term to
assist your teachers with running
lessons in the Lab with the students.

10
Ongoing technical
and pedagogical
support
To ensure the success of your Lab,
we will have a number of programs
that you can access on an ongoing
basis. We are committed to making
your Lumination Learning Lab a
success.
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1
Team Onboarding
Even before your Lab is built, we will run
two (2) full-day sessions with your
technology leaders and curriculum leaders
where we will run through technology
tips, tricks, troubleshooting, curriculum
links, software and everything else you
need to know about your Lumination
Learning Lab. We can also facilitate
transition sessions for students in our Lab.
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Teacher Planning
Sessions

Getting Started with
your Lab

To build teacher confidence and
excitement for your Lab, we can
facilitate planning sessions for your
staff. In these sessions, we will
explore different ways the Lab can
be used across all areas of the
curriculum.

When your Lumination Learning Lab is
completed, we will deliver
comprehensive getting started and
pedagogy guides that are tailored to
your site.
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7

School Community
Project

Teacher Professional
Development

We will consult with your teachers to
develop a community or site-based
project that is relevant to your
school. We will visit your site for a
day to launch the project. A project
like this is extremely important as it
gets staff and students excited to
use technology to solve your chosen
problem.

Once you've been using your Lab for a
couple of terms, we will work with the
school to tailor additional teacher
professional development. We are able
to provide up to 24 hours of
professional learning per school. This
can go toward the required hours for
maintaining teacher registrations.
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8

12 Month Check In

Lumination Certified
Educators

We will schedule a 12 month check
in visit to your school to make sure
you are getting the most out of your
Lumination Learning Lab. At this
time we can also review the
progress of your school project and
provide any guidance needed.

Teachers may be nominated by leadership or
self-nominated to become your schools’
‘Learning Lab Ambassadors'. These Teacher
Ambassadors can take part in our Lumination
Certified Educators Program. This will enable
them to receive ongoing communication,
professional learning, and networking
opportunities that would make them great
champions of innovative learning that they
can bring back to your school and the wider
education community
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